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ABSTRACT-It is used to detect the ulcer causing tissues using 

multi graph reign clustering algorithm. There is a major 

problem for describing and detecting whether the particular 

disease is present or not. This is due to the grey-scale images are 

used for the ulcer detection which is difficult to detect the tissues 

that is been responsible for the ulcer diseases and it can’t be 

detected easily because it have to view the images internally deep 

inside because of the folds that is presented and it makes this task 

very complement to detect the objects. So by using this multi-

graph reign clustering algorithm the images are created as multi-

graph images like red, blue, green color images and the portions 

that are different in all the multi-graph images are highlighted to 

view the affected areas or the tissues causing ulcers are detected 

using the previously taken images and the detection is done to 

ensure that a person is affected or not. The images are taken by 

using Wireless Capsule Endoscopy (WCE) technology for getting 

clear non dark images. 

Keywords: WCE, clustering algorithm, grey-scale image. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital Image process could be a part of 

digital signal process .The area of digital image 

process refers to addressing digital pictures by 

means that of a computing device. Digital image 

process has many blessings higher than analogue 

image process and it permits a significantly wider 

assortment of algorithms to be apply to input 

knowledge and might keep from issues as an 

example the build-up of noise and signal 

deformation throughout process [11].  Digital 

Image process involves the modification of digital 

knowledge for up the image qualities with the help 

of pc. The process helps in maximize the clarity, 

sharpness of image and details of options of interest 

towards extraction of data and more analysis. 

Digital image process could be a terribly broad 

subject and it typically involves the procedures 

which may be advanced mathematically, however 

the central plan behind digital image process is 

straightforward. The digital image is given as input 

into a pc associated pc is programmed to alter these 

knowledge with the assistance of an equation or 

with series of equations and so store the values of 

the computation for every peel or constituent [6]. 

The results kind a brand new digital image that will 

be show or it may be recorded in pictorial format or 

it should itself be more modified by extra pc 

programs. To boost bound options within the 

knowledge and to get rid of noise from image, the 

digital knowledge is subjected to completely 

different image process operations. 

A. IMAGE RESTORATION 

Image Restoration compensate for noise, 

data errors, and the geometric distortions that is 

introduced while recording, scanning, and the 

playback operations. 

 It restore the periodic line dropouts 

 Used for restoring periodic line striping 

 Good for filtering of random noise 

 Enhance geometric distortions 

B. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 

Image improvement process is a picture so 

the result's a lot of appropriate for a specific 

application [12]. like sharpening or de-blurring AN  

out of focus image, highlight the  edges of 

image,rising the distinction of  image or increase 

the luminousness of a picture, take away the noise 

from blatant image. 

 Used for distinction improvement 

 Intensity, saturation and hue transformations 

 Edge improvement 

 Producing the artificial stereo image 

 

C. IMAGE ANALYSIS 
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Image analysis is bothered with creating a 

quantitative mensuration from a picture to provide 

an outline of image.  Image associateanalysis 

techniques extract the sure options that aid within 

the recognition of an object. Quantitative 

mensuration of associate object options enable 

description and classification of the image. 

 Producing the quantitative relation pictures 

 Multi-spectral classification 

 Produced amendment detection pictures 

D. IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Image segmentation is that the method of 

partitioning a digital image into multiple segments 

(sets of pixels, conjointly called super pixels). The 

goal of segmentation is to modify and alter the 

illustration of a picture into one thing that's 

additional significant and easier to investigate.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Fig 1: Stages in Digital Image Process 
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Fig 2: Image Segmentation 

 

Image segmentation is that the method of 

dividing a picture into multiple elements. This can 

be generally accustomed determine objects or 

alternative relevant info in digital pictures. Image 

segmentation is often accustomed find objects and 

limits (lines, curves, etc.) in pictures. Additional 

exactly, image segmentation is that the method of 

assignment a label to each component in a picture 

such pixels with a similar label share sure 

characteristics. The results of image segmentation 

may be a set of segments that put together cowl the 

whole image or a collection of contours extracted 

from the image. every of the pixels in a very region 

square measure similar with relation to some 

characteristic or computed property, like color, 

intensity or texture. Adjacent regions square 

measure considerably totally different with relation 

to a similar characteristics [3]. Segmentation 

techniques square measure either discourse or non-

contextual. The latter take no account of spatial 

relationships between options in a picture and 

cluster pixels along on the idea of some world 

attribute. Discourse techniques to boot exploit these 

relationships, e.g. cluster along pixels with similar 

gravy levels and shut spatial locations. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Most of those approaches perform laborious 

bunch, i.e., they assign every item to one cluster. 

This works well once bunch compact and well-

separated teams of information, however in several 

real-world things, clusters overlap. Thus, for things 

that belong to 2 or additional clusters, it's going to 

be additional acceptable to assign them with 

gradual memberships to avoid coarse-grained 

assignments of information. This category of bunch 

strategies is named soft- or Graph-clustering. 

Within the existing system the unattended graph cut 

strategies, that don't need user intervention, have 

used the piecewise model, or its mathematician 

generalization, as a result of the information term is 

written within the kind needed by the graph cut 

algorithmic rule. 

However, though helpful, these models don't 

seem to be typically applicable. Even among 

constant image, completely different regions could 
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need utterly different models [6]. The present 

studies have delineate the regions by their image 

histograms and used mixtures of Gaussians. Though 

terribly effective in many applications, as an 

example image redaction, interactive strategies 

don't extend without delay to multiregional 

segmentation into an outsized range of regions, 

wherever user interactions and general models, like 

histograms and mixtures of Gaussians, become 

inflexible. The matter is aggravated for several real-

world bunch applications, within which there are 

multiple probably helpful cues. For such 

applications, to use kernel-based bunch, it's 

typically necessary to combination options from 

completely different sources into one mass feature. 

A. DRAWBACKS OF EXISTINGSYSTEM 

 The existing system models are not 

generally applicable. 

 Even within the same image, different 

regions may require completely different 

models. 

 Statistical data about the number of objects 

and similarity between objects are not 

possible. 

 Gray scale conversion of interested objects 

is not possible. 

 Similar patterns cannot be identified. 

 Filtering option is not available and so 

smoothened version of the image cannot be 

viewed. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

However, these options area unit typically 

not equally relevant to clustering; some area unit 

orthogonal, and a few area unit less significant [15]. 

As most bunch ways don't engraft a feature choice 

capability, such feature imbalances typically 

necessitate a further method of feature choice, or 

feature fusion, before bunch. Rather than one 

fastened kernel, multiple kernels is also used. 

There’s no application with this feature to cluster 

the ulceration pictures with additional noise pixels. 

So, the study identifies that and helps for users to 

cluster the photographs through new projected 

system with economical image process. 

Although several pc vision algorithms 

involve cutting a graph (e.g.: Normalized cuts), the 

term “graph cuts” is applied specifically to those 

models that use a max-flow/min-cut optimization 

(other graph cutting algorithms is also thought-

about as graph partitioning algorithms).  In graph 

theory, a cut may be a partition of the vertices of a 

graph into 2 disjoint subsets [2]. The cut-set of the 

cut is that the set of edges whose finish points area 

unit in numerous subsets of the partition. Edges 

area unit aforesaid to be crossing the cut if they're 

in its cut-set. At present, there's a risk in bunch 

pictures with additional noise pixels. Since the 

image isn't clustered well, the prevailing system is 

somewhat less economical. There’s no application 

with this feature to cluster the photographs with 

additional noise pixels. So, this project identifies 

that and helps for users to cluster the photographs 

through new projected system with economical 

image process. 

A. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 It provides soft-clustering results that area 

unit resistant to inapplicable, redundant, 

ineffective and United Nations reliable 

options or kernels. 

 The technique effectively incorporates 

multiple kernels and yields higher overall 

performance. 

 Characteristics create it helpful for real-

world applications. 

 The planned technique shares the benefits of 

graph cut segmentation via color values 

optimization. 

 The planned technique brings benefits in 

reference to segmentation accuracy and 

flexibility. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. MULTI GRAPH REIGN CLUSTERING 

The multiple kernel-learning paradigm to 

fuzzy cluster is planned. The planned Multi Graph 

Reign cluster (MGRCA) rule at the same time find 

the simplest degrees of membership and also the 

best kernel weights for a plus combination of a 

collection of kernels. It additionally embeds the 

feature weight computation into the cluster 
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procedure [15]. The incorporation of multiple 

kernels and also the automatic adjustment of kernel 

weights render MGRCA a lot of proof against 

unreliable options or kernels. 

According to the amount of drawbacks 

concerned within the existing system, the planned 

system is to analyses multi-region graph cut image 

partitioning via special knowledge beside color 

info. The WCE image knowledge is treated as 

vertices within the graph and also the color 

variations between the adjacent pixels are treated as 

edges. Throughout the article identification, if the 

adjacent vertices are having edge weights bigger 

than the given threshold worth, then the 2 pixels are 

treated as totally different objects. The aim of this 

thesis is to section the WCE pictures victimization 

graph cut rule with component color worth 

variations taken as parameter so graph cut 

formulation therefrom, becomes applicable. 

V. MODULE DESCRIPTIONS 

A. SEGMENTATION 

1. Graph-based imagesegmentation of gray 

scale image 

  The image is segmented based on the 

objects present in the image. The pixels are treated 

as nodes and the difference between the colors in 

the adjacent nodes are treated as weight of the 

edges. The region is spitted based on the given 

weight threshold. 

2. Graph-based image segmentation of rgb 

images 

 The module works as the previous module 

except that the red, green and blue components of 

the pixels are taken into consideration during the 

threshold value checking for two adjacent pixels.  

3. Gray scale conversion of identified or 

selected object(s)  

 To distinguish the objects divided, they're 

highlighted with the border of various color. 

Additionally, the objects will be clicked and 

designated and so born-again to grey scale pixels so 

the design and feel of the phase image is sweet. 

B. RECOGNITION 

1. Pattern recognition  

 In this module, the total image is checked 

with the given pattern image for similarity. The 

color values area unit taken into thought so up to 

ninety to paint matching pixels area unit treated as 

same pattern. 

2. Statistical data of objects segmented  

 In this module, the applied mathematics info 

like the quantity of objects noticed, what percentage 

objects square measure of comparable size and 

shapes nearly matching are calculated and 

displayed. The comparison details of those details at 

varied threshold values are displayed. These are 

going to be useful in image classification. If these 

modules square measure integrated in some image 

process applications, it'll be an extra feature within 

the software system. 

c. FILTER 

1. APPLYING MEDIAN FILTER  

 In this module, the noise within the image is 

filtered by dynamic the element price with median 

values of close pixels. To use median filter, for 

every element, the encompassing pixels 3x3 is 

taken and also the grey scale values area unit 

summed and average is discovered. The average is 

about to the middle element. This reduces the noise 

knowledge in metameric image for clear read of 

output image. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The following table 6.1 shows the 

experimental results for precision and recall values 

for Multilevel Super pixel and Multi Graph Reign 

Cluster model.  

S.NO Selective 

Super pixels 

(Image) 

Multi-Level 

Super pixel 

Saliency 

Extraction 

Method 

(MLS-SEM) 

(Precision- 

Recall 

Values) 

Multiple 

Graph Reign 

Cluster 

Saliency 

Extraction 

(MGRCA-

SEM) 

(Precision- 

Recall 

Values) 

Count 

(N) 

Level 

(K) 

1 50 4 12.5 25 

2 100 8 25 50 
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3 150 12 37.5 75 

4 200 16 50 100 

5 250 18 69.44 138.88 
Table 1: Precision-Recall for MLS-SEM and MGRCA-SEM 

The table contains number of pixel count, 

Number of iteration level and MLS-SEM and 

MGRCA-SEM precision recall values. 

The following Fig 3 shows the experimental 

results for MLS-SEM and MGRCA-SEM precision 

and recall model. The figure contains number of 

pixel count, Number of image and MLS-SEM and 

MGRCA-SEM precision recall average values. 

 

 

Fig 3: AVG- Precision-Recall for MLS-SEM and MGRCA-SEM 

The following Fig 4 shows the experimental 

results for MLS-SEM and MGRCA-SEM precision 

and recall model. The figure contains number of 

pixel count, Number of image and MLS-SEM and 

MGRCA-SEM precision recall average values. 

The proposed modified LLC image coding 

method acts as the second stage for WCE image 

description. The original LLC method gives a 

compact description to representWCEimages by 

taking the locality and scarcity into consideration. 

In our methods, by carrying out max pooling after 

dividing the original LLC code into salient and non-

salient parts, theWCE images can be better encoded 

to emphasize the salient regions in the recognition 

process. 

 

Fig 4 Pixel Level- Precision-Recall for MLS-SEM and MGRCA-
SEM 

 

Since ulcer regions have particular color and 

texture characteristics, we utilized this important 

information and extracted salient maps that 

emphasize the color and texture contrasts of ulcer 

regions inside the WCE images. We tested many 

textures to outline the ulcer region and found that 

the features extracted from LM filter could obtain 

better performance than the others. This result may 

be due to the multi-scale and multi-orientation 

nature of the LM filter. The experimental results 

shown in fig 3 and 4 validated the effectiveness of 

our proposed method and also gave strong evidence 

to support our arguments. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

ENHANCEMENT 

The proposed system eliminates the 

difficulties in the existing system. It is developed in 

a user-friendly manner. The system is very fast in 

applying segmentation algorithm. This software is 

very particular in reducing the difficulty in 

segmentation algorithms. Through this project, the 

problem of manual pattern is eliminated. Since very 
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less input is given any persons can use the 

application. Once the pixel value is found to be 

incorrect in given rectangular area, the entire area is 

ignored for further pixel comparison. This results in 

fast work and their overall recognition time is 

reduced. 

The end users are required to have minimum 

working experience in systems to run this software. 

The application reduces recognition time and helps 

in improving error free and efficient patterns 

identification. The application is tested well so that 

the end users use this software for their whole 

pattern recognition related operations.In future, we 

will developed in web based application. It should 

not require software installation.In future plan to 

add the concept of compression and decompression 

of image which should reduce the image size 

proficiently.The images are stored in the database 

without affecting real image data. 
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